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NaK L doubling and permanent electric dipoles in low-lying 1P states: Experiment and theory
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~Received 23 December 1997!

The paper presentsL splittings andq factors in the NaKD 1P state, directly measured from the electric
radio-frequency-optical double resonance~RF-ODR! in laser-induced fluorescence~LIF! for a number of
vibrational statesv51 – 22 with definite rotational levelsJ between 7 and 46. Permanent electric dipole
moment values~d! have been obtained by measuring in LIF spectra the relative intensities of ‘‘forbidden’’
lines caused by dc Stark effect inducede/ f mixing in the 1P state, with their subsequent processing, which
allowed us to obtain theq/d ratio. A possible influence of the hyperfine structure on the RF-ODR signal and
relative intensities has been calculated, showing that this influence can be neglected. Theq(v) values exhibited
a decrease fromq(1)51.52931025 cm21 to q(22)51.17131025 cm21, which has been explained by an
increase of the difference potential betweenD 1P and C 1S1 states with internuclear distance~R!; the
respectiveL-uncoupling matrix element was evaluated as 1.87. It was shown, both by semiempirical treatment
and population analysis ofab initio molecular wave functions, that considerablepd and sd configuration
admixtures are present in theD 1P and theC 1S1 states. For theB 1P state, it was demonstrated thatL
doubling is caused by two competing perturbers~A 1S1 and C 1S1!, yielding q factors of ;22
31026 cm21, in agreement with high-resolution spectroscopy data given in the literature; single-configuration
approximation is valid for interactingB 1P(s3sNa,p4pK);A 1S1(s3sNa,s4pK) states. The measuredd(v)
values, which varied from 6.6 to 4.6 D, have been used to obtain the empiricalD 1P stated(R) function for
R56 – 12 a.u. by means of an improved instability-free inversion procedure exploiting a special functional
form. Two independent series ofab initio all-electron calculations ofd(R) andd(v) have been performed for
the D 1P andB 1P states of NaK. First,d values were computed as expectation values of the electric dipole
operator with conventional multireference configuration-interaction wave functions. Second, the finite-field
~FF! technique, combined with a multipartitioning perturbation theory~MPPT! treatment of electronic eigen-
states, was applied for the calculation ofd(R) functions. The FF-MPPT calculations showed excellent agree-
ment with experimentalD 1P d(v) values obtained in the present work, as well as the proximity to experi-
mentalB 1P d(v) values given in the literature, thus showing that, as distinct from the ground state, it is
important to account correctly for effective interactions of valence electrons arising from core-valence corre-
lations, which could not be done properly with previously used pseudopotential techniques. The experimental
d and q values dropping out from a smoothv dependence have been considered as perturbed byD 1P
;d 3P interaction and exploited to evaluate respectivedt and ct values for the perturbingd 3P state.
@S1050-2947~98!11309-4#

PACS number~s!: 33.15.2e, 31.15.2p
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I. INTRODUCTION

Experimental determination of the permanent electric
pole moment~PEDM! in diatomic molecules is of great in
terest for the following reasons. First, the dipole mom
gives direct information about charge distribution in the p
ticular molecular state, as well as about the type of bindi
Besides, the PEDM value enters the expressions descri
the intensities of microwave transitions between the lev
belonging to the same electronic molecular states. Next,
PEDM is extremely sensitive to the details of the electro
wave function~WF!, hence an accurate experimental know
edge of this quantity is very useful as a test allowing us
judge to what extent theab initio calculations of WF’s are
reliable.

Though there exists considerably rich information on e
perimentally measured electronic1S1 ground-state electric
dipole moments of small molecules, see, e.g.,@1#, the situa-
PRA 581050-2947/98/58~3!/1932~12!/$15.00
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tion is different for electronically excited states. Speaki
about the heteronuclear alkali-metal diatomic molecules,
has to admit that even for NaK, which is the most close
studied molecule of this class, there still exist more questi
than answers. The first results have been reported on N
PEDM measurements in theB 1P @2# and D 1P @3# elec-
tronic states, while theirab initio pseudopotential calcula
tions are presented in@4#. In particular, in our previous pape
@3# the PEDMdexper(D 1P) values have been determined f
two rovibronic levelsv(J) as 5.9–6.4 D for 7~23! and 4.5–
4.8 D for 12~7!. From another point, theoretical methods th
would permit us to calculate, with sufficiently high accurac
the excited state PEDM are still questionable. The grou
X 1S1 state PEDM’s calculated in the vicinity of the min
mum of the potential curve using the effective core poten
~or pseudopotential! methods by Mu¨ller and Meyer@5# as
2.735 D, by Stevens and co-authors@4# as 2.95 D, and by
Magnier and Millie @6# as 2.758 D, are in excellent agre
1932 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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ment with the experimental valuedexper(X 1S1)52.73 D
@7#. Yet, it is still not clear enough whether the above a
proaches allow us to obtain reliable results to describe
cited state dipole moments. The authors of Ref.@2# have
found large discrepancies between their measu
dexper(B 1P)5(2.4– 2.1) D values forv ranging from 1 to
14, and the PEDM’s calculated in Ref.@4# as ~4.5–2.8! D.
Calculations@4# for NaK D 1P also exhibit some tendenc
to exceed the above experimentaldexper(D 1P) evaluations
@3#. It is probably worth mentioning that an attempt has be
made@8# to study the PEDM of NaK by theab initio inter-
nally contracted configuration-interaction~CI! method using
the MOLPRO package@9#. While for theab initio calculated
value for NaKX 1S1 d(Re)52.79 D is quite good, the;9
D value obtained for the NaKD 1P state is much above th
experimental value of 5–6 D@3#. For a definite conclusion
more experimental data are needed, in particular, those
lowing us to obtain the experimentald(R) dependence
within a somewhat considerableR range.

A peculiarity of spectroscopic investigations of1P states
is that such states possessL splitting into twoe,fcomponents
within each vibronic levelv(J). In the simplest caseL split-
ting De f is characterized by a so-calledq factor @10,11#

De, f5Ee2Ef5qJ~J11!. ~1!

It is quite obvious that, especially for largeJ values, highly
accurateqvJ values are necessary to have a reliable se
molecular constants: without such data it is hopeless to
produce the1P(v,J) state energy. On the other hand, theq
values reflect directly the measure of intramolecular1P
;1S interaction, yielding an essentially novel insight in
the structure not only of an isolated1P state, but of a1P
;1S complex and, to some extent, of a1P;3P complex as
well. The existing information aboutL doubling in alkali-
metal dimers is far from sufficient also for the NaK mo
ecule, which has been the subject of intensive spectrosc
studies@2,3,12–15#. In particular, some contradictions hav
been revealed for the NaKB 1P state between theq values
measured from line positions in optical spectra@15# and from
Stark effect based methods@2#. For the NaKD 1P state
under study in the present paper, there is also a discrep
between the averageq value of the order of 1.16
31025 cm21, as obtained from conventional spectrosco
analysis for highJ.70 @12# and the value 1.4231025 cm21

measured in Ref.@3# for v(J)57(23). In the case of the
NaK molecule, it can be expected that the comparison
tween experimental and theoreticalq values might allow us
to judge to what extent the simple single configuratio
4sK13pNa approximation of theD 1P state is correct.

The purpose of the present work is to elaborate the m
ods developed in@3# and to apply them to get more accura
experimentald and q values within a wide range of NaK
D 1P state vibrational levels, as well as to perform hi
accuracyab initio d(R) calculations, and to check their rel
ability by comparison with experimentally obtained data.

The rest of this paper runs as follows. In the next sect
we describe briefly the basis of the method, experime
details, and the signal processing routine. Section III c
tains the obtained experimental data. The polynomial
proximation of theq factor data, as well as their semiemp
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ical estimations, are presented in Sec. IV. Section V conta
the description of the inversion procedure allowing to pa
from experimentally obtainedd(v,J) values tod(R) func-
tions for theD 1P and B 1P states of the NaK molecule
The ab initio PEDM calculation is described in Sec. V
followed by a discussion on the influence ofd 3P;D 1P
mixing upon dipole moments andq factors in Sec. VII, and
concluding remarks in Sec. VIII.

II. METHOD

A. Basic considerations

The idea of the method is very simple; see Fig. 1,
@2,3,16–18#. Focusing on diatomics in1P singlet states, one
faces the necessity of distinguishing between the twoL-
doublet states of a rotating molecule. The electron
rotational WFuLJMe& can be expressed as a linear com
nation over rotationaluLJM& parts@10,19,20#:

uLJMe&5
1

&
~ uL&uLJM&1eu2L&u2LJM&), ~2!

e561 being the ‘‘parity index’’ distinguishing between th
two L-doublet states possessing total parity1(21)J for
e511 ~labeled ase!, and2(21)J for e521 ~labeled asf !,
L5uLu. The twoL-doublet states are degenerate in the fi
order with respect to their energy. Thus, the energy splitt
De, f in Eq. ~1! appears as a perturbation of a1P state. Most
frequently the dominating perturbation is caused by the f
that the rotationally induced1P state interaction with a1S
state can take place only for one of thee561 components.
In most cases one member of aL-doublet pair~e or f ! has a
preferred population both in optical excitation@due to the
(1)↔(2) total parity selection rules@10,21#; see Fig. 1#, as
well as in chemical reactions and inelastic collisions. Owi
to the same selection rule, the1P –1S fluorescence spectrum
consists either of singlets followingQ excitation or of dou-
blets followingP,Rexcitation; see Fig. 1. In the presence
a dc electric field,e and f levels are mixed via the Star
interaction operatordE, E being the dc electric field
strength. This leads to the appearance of ‘‘forbidden’’ lin
in the fluorescence spectra, in which one can now obse
the wholeP,Q,R triplet. The intensity of the ‘‘forbidden’’
line (I f) is ‘‘borrowed’’ from the ‘‘allowed’’ lines, and theE

FIG. 1. L-doubling scheme and selection rules for optical tra
sitions.
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dependence of the ratioI f /I p , see Fig. 2,I p being the ‘‘par-
ent’’ line intensity, allows us, by proper fitting described
detail in Ref.@3#, to obtain the ratioDe f /d.

In the case when a radio-frequency~RF! electric field is
applied, in resonance withe,f splitting De, f , the appearance
of a ‘‘forbidden’’ line is also expected in the laser-induce
fluorescence~LIF! spectrum. This means that, if the spect
apparatus is tuned to the ‘‘forbidden’’ line position, one w
be able to detect, against zero background, even the slig
appearance of the missing line in a situation when
scanned RF electric field frequency equalsDe, f /h; see Fig.
3. This permits us to measureDe f directly and to pass to the
q factors; see Eq.~1!. On the other hand, it is also possible
use the resonant diminution of the allowed transition int
sity I p ~Fig. 3! for the same purpose. Thus, by combining t
electric RF–optical double resonance~RF-ODR! method
@22# yielding De f with the dc Stark effect inducede; f mix-
ing yielding De f /d, one obtains thed values desired.

B. Experimental details

The experimental setup has been described in more d
in @3#, hence we dwell on it only briefly. NaK molecule

FIG. 2. Experimentally obtainedI f /I p intensity ratios for LIF
progression originating from NaKD 1P v(J)57(23) level.E,Ef

denote exciting light and LIF electric vectors,E being external elec-
tric field.
l

est
e

-

ail

have been formed in thermal cells made from special alk
metal-resistant glass and attached to a vacuum system
dry valve. Characteristic working temperatures of the me
containing reservoir ~weight ratio Na:K'1:3! were
T'525– 575 K. A number of visible blue-green Spect
Physics 171 Ar1-laser lines~see Table I! have been used to
excite D 1Pv(J)←X 1S1v9(J9) transitions. Visible LIF
lines, originating from the;1 mm diam laser excitation re
gion, have been viewed at right angles to the exciting la
beam, imaged onto the entrance slit of a doub
monochromator and resolved by a 1200 lines/mm grat
blazed in the first order, providing an overall spectral re
lution of ;0.03 nm. Polarizers were used to realize all po
sible linear polarization options in rectangular excitatio
observation geometry.D 1Pv(J) state selection has bee
maintained by finding in the overall LIF spectrum the pa
ticular LIF progressions mentioned in@12# and originating
from the chosenv(J) level under study. The signal from
photomultiplier was recorded using the photon count
technique.

The electric field, either dc or RF, was applied to t
carefully polished stainless steel Stark plates,;0.8 cm in
diameter, separated by a 1.2 mm gap. The RF field 5–
MHz, usually possessing an amplitude of;5 V, required to
induce resonantL-doublet mixing, was produced either by

FIG. 3. Experimentally obtained RF-ODR signals for vario
v(J) D 1P levels.
o-
TABLE I. Exciting laser wavelengths (lexc), experimentally obtained values of electric RF-ODR res
nance frequencies (f 0), L-doubling factors~q!, and PEDM values~d! for NaK (D 1P) v,J states.

lexc ~nm! v J f0 ~MHz! q (1025 cm21) d ~D!

496.5 1 27 34662 1.52660.006 5.960.2
501.7 3 23 24263 1.46160.010 6.460.2
496.5 3 43 85363 1.50360.004
496.5 4 19 17262 1.50960.010 6.660.2
496.5 7 8 3062 ~1.38960.070!a

~1.43760.070!b

488.0 7 20 17262 ~1.36560.010!a 6.260.3
~1.41660.010!b

488.0 7 23 24962 1.50460.008 6.460.2
496.5 11 46 67363 1.03860.003 5.160.2
476.5 12 7 1761.5 1.01260.080 4.760.6
476.5 14 19 16263 1.42160.020 5.960.3
488.0 22 35 44862 1.18560.004 4.660.2

aFor isotope23Na 41K.
bValues transformed from23Na 41K to 23Na 39K.
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Wavetek RF generator~1–300 MHz!, or by Mini-circuit
voltage controlled oscillators~20–900 MHz!, followed by a
high power amplifier~Mini-circuit ZHL-2-12!. The RF field
frequency f was swept repeatedly, with a 1–2 MHz ste
within the expected double resonance region by means
computer-driven dc power supply. The typical signal stora
time was 20–90 min, with overall averaging during 20–6
for each RF value.

It was noticed that specific features could arise, un
particular conditions, in the resonance region, leading
some cases to the trend to exhibit some parasitic peaks in
resonance signal. At the beginning, we were inclined to
cribe these peaks to the influence of some hyperfine struc
~HFS!. Careful testing convinced us, however, that the
peaks were artifacts since their position and shape have
fully determined by a particular arrangement of the RF lo
The parasitic peaks disappeared after carefully matching
connecting line parameters.

C. Signal processing

Typical examples of the experimentally observedE de-
pendence of the intensity ratioI f /I p are given in Fig. 2. The
fitting ~see the solid curve in Fig. 2! has been performed
using an approach that involves diagonalization of
Hamiltonian, accounting for dc Stark mixing between allJ
6DJ levels withDJ<2 in the initial, excited, and final rovi-
bronic states of a LIF transition, see Ref.@3# for details. As
tested in@3#, the fitting yields, with satisfying accuracy, th
desiredDe f /d value, provided that the upper level relaxatio
rateG is known at least within;30% accuracy. At first we
usedG values based on the NaKD 1P v(J)57(23) lifetime
measured in@23# as t5G21520 ns. However, it appeare
also possible to obtainG directly from the RF-ODR signa
contour~see Fig. 3!, yielding lifetimes within 13–23 ns for
variousv(J) levels under study@24#. The approach@3# im-
plies broad line excitation under conditions when groun
state optical pumping effects@25# can be neglected. To chec
the possible influence of the above effects, theE dependen-
cies of I f /I p ratios have been recorded at various excit
laser regimes; see Fig. 2. We have also checked that
dependences obtained at different excitation-observation
ometries and polarizations of the exciting light~E! and fluo-
rescence light (Ef) vectors yielded the sameDe f /d ratio.

Some of the experimental RF-ODR signals obtained
presented in Fig. 3. Resonance frequenciesf 0 ~see Table I!
have been obtained from Lorentz shape contour fitting
was proved experimentally that thef 0 values remain the
same at different RF electric field amplitudes.

D. Hyperfine structure

Let us now consider the possible influence on theE de-
pendencies ofI f /I p and on the RF-ODR signals of the hy
perfine~HF! interaction in the NaKD 1P state. We will first
focus on RF-ODR signals. It is clear that, owing to t
DF50 selection rule@26#, one has to examine the differenc
in the HFS patterns ofe and f components. The origin o
different HF splitting is related to the geometrical propert
of the WF, since the WF withe51 (e521) in Eq. ~2! is
symmetric~antisymmetric! with respect to reflection in the
plane of molecular rotation, the respective molecular orbi
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lying in the rotational plane and at right angles to it@27#.
From the well known expression for the magnetic HFS
teraction operator̂1Pe/ f uĤmgu1Pe/ f& @26#, the magnetic HF
energy terms are the same for thee andf components, being
dependent onL2, thus having no influence on the RF res
nance signal. Nevertheless, in the next approximation
has to account for the existence of the nonzero magn
HFS operator matrix element^1S1uĤmgu1Pe&, which leads
to a HF shift of thee component only,DEe

mg5cI IJ @26#. The
estimatedcI value is proportional to the ratio of the1P state
q factor and the rotational constantBv , namely cI
5aqv /Bv , a being the magnetic HFS constant

a5
2m0m

I
r 23, ~3!

where m is the nuclear magnetic moment,m0 is the Bohr
magneton, and the averaging includes only the electrons
ing nonzero contribution to the electronic orbital momentu
L .

Electric quadrupole HF interaction may also cause a
ferent energy shift fore,f levels. The respective Hamiltonia
ĤQ can be written, in standard multipole form, asĤQ

5(q522
2 (21)qVq

(2)Q2q
(2) . Here the nuclear quadrupole mo

ment Q operatorQq
(2) acts on the nuclear coordinates on

while the electric field gradient operatorVq
(2) acts upon the

electron coordinates. The electric quadrupole interact
constantbLL8 can be written as@28#

bLL85eQqLL8

52eQN~21!m^2L2mieC2m
~2! ~d,f!r 23i2L&,

~4!

whereC2m
(2) (d,f) is proportional to a spherical function@29#,

N denotes the number of electrons, and ther 23 value is
averaged over all electrons. As already pointed out in@26#,
the matrix elements in Eq.~4! with DL562 can differ from
zero; see also@30#. To consider the contribution of thes
matrix elements to the1P state HFS, one has to apply th
respective quadrupole interaction operatorHQ , which is a
second rank tensor, to our WF given by Eq.~2!, thus arriving
at the energy shift of thee,f components:

DEe/ f
Q [DE6

Q5eQq11X16eQq1-1X2 , ~5!

whereX1 andX2 depend only onJ, I, andF. Here the diag-
onal ~longitudinal! matrix elementb115eQq11 gives the
usual HF energy for symmetric top molecules@26,31#, in
which K plays the same role asL for the diatomics, while the
nonzero off-diagonal~transversal! matrix elementsb1-1
5eQq1-1 are responsible for different HF energies ine andf
L-doubling components, which is specific for the1P state.

It is not an easy matter to estimate the magnetic H
constanta and field gradient valuesqLL8 since these quan

tities include the value ofr 23 averaged over the electron
see Eqs.~3! and ~4!. For this purpose a preliminary attemp
has been made to performab initio calculations@8# by the
internally contracted CI method@9#. The estimated values ar
~in MHz! aNa54.1, aK50.08, b11

Na50.1, b11
K 520.8,
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b1-1
Na 520.8, andb1-1

K 520.06. The calculated positions o
HF e- f transitions are presented in Fig. 4. Similar and som
whatsmaller HFS parameters have been obtained using
GAMESS program package@32#. It should be noted that al
HFS parameters were estimated without accounting for lo
spin-orbit D 1P;d 3P perturbations. As can be seen fro
the figure, the scale of HF splitting is;0.5 MHz, the RF-
ODR signal width being typically;15–25 MHz; see Fig. 3
This allows us to suggest that the HFS influence on the
sition of the resonance signal, and, hence, onq values is
negligible. The same data about HFS coefficients have b
used to check the possible HFS influence on theE dependen-
cies of intensity ratiosI f /I p . The respective HFS energ
levels and transition matrix elements have been calculate
H-matrix diagonalization in an external dc electric field. C
culation was performed for thev(J)512(7) state, with the
smallestJ, because of the greatest expected HFS influen
The results obtained, usingG, q, andd values from Ref.@3#,
showed that relative changes inE dependencies ofI Q /I P,R
did not exceed 3% for the smallestE510 V/cm value used in
our experiments, falling asymptotically to zero with increa
ing E. The above simulations permitted us to conclude tha
our HFS constants are not too underestimated, the inaccu
in experimentally obtainedq and De f /d values due to HFS
influence is negligible.

III. RESULTS

The resonance frequenciesf 0 for variousv(J) levels, av-
eraged over the series of measurements, are present
Table I. These values allowed us to determine the N
D 1P stateq factor values defined by Eq.~1!; see Table I.
The errors given in the table reflect the divergence of
results in various experiments. The two levels, namely 7~8!
and 7~20!, belong to the23Na 41K isotope molecule@12#, and
their q values have been transformed into the ones expe
for 23Na 39K as q39'q41(m41/m39)2, wherem41 andm39 are
the respective reduced molecular masses. Since theJ values
are not too large, we have depicted, in Fig. 5, theq values
from Table I as dependent onv, and approximated them b
a parabolic function~dashed line!. As is clear at first glance
all q values, except for the ones for 11~46! and 12~7!, do not
contradict too much the quadraticq(v) dependence, when
the J dependence is ignored. Theq values for 11~46! and
12~7! drop out completely from the general picture, whi

FIG. 4. Expected HF components position of RF-ODR sig
for D 1P J523.
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inclines one to think of local perturbations caused by
D 1P;d 3P spin-orbit interaction; see Sec. VII.

The experimentalq values from Table I, together with
De f /d ratios obtained as a single fitting parameter fromI f /I p
E dependencies, permitted us to pass to electric dipole
ments d, which are also listed in Table I. In two case
namely for the 3~43! and 7~8! states, we found it impossible
to get reliableDe f /d ratios, and, thus,d values are not pre-
sented for these states. Thed value errors in Table I reflec
mainly the variations ofDe f /d in different experiments, as
well as the inaccuracy in measuring the gap between
Stark plates.D 1P stated values are depicted in Fig. 6 a
dependent onv. Again, d values for perturbed 11~46! and
12~7! levels fall out markedly from thed(v) dependence.

IV. L-DOUBLING CONSTANTS

A. q„v,J… fitting

The q(v,J) values measured in the present work, s
Table I, have been processed together with theq(v,J) data,
which have been extracted by us from the traditional h
resolution spectroscopy data given in@12#. The latter have
been obtained from the differences between experime
rovibrational term values forPR andQ branches originating
from the same rotational stateJ. Since the absolute accurac
of term value measurements in@12# was not better than 0.05
cm21, the only way to evaluateq values was averaging ove
a group of closely situatedJ levels with sufficiently highJ
.60. The results are presented in Table II. The overall
perimental q(v,J) set from Table II was treated by th

l FIG. 5. NaK D 1P stateq(v) values for variousJ obtained
from RF-ODR measurements.

FIG. 6. D 1P stated(v) values.
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weighted least-squares method~LSM! in the framework of
the following Dunham-like model:

q~v,J!5qe1qv1~v11/2!1qv2~v11/2!21qJJ~J11!.
~6!

The fittedq(v,J) values forD 1P v,J states under study ar
presented in Table II, along with fitting parametersqi enter-
ing Eq.~6!. As may be seen,q is diminishing, asv andJ are
increasing. It is worth mentioning that the authors of R
@12# have presented the only parameterq051.1660.07
31025 cm21 obtained from simultaneous fitting of all rov
brational levels of bothD 1P and X 1S1 electronic states
since the accuracy of their measurements was not suffic
for determining thev,J dependence ofq values. At first
glance, theq0 value given in@12# may seem smaller than th
respective value in the present work, sinceqe51.57
31025 cm21. If, however, one takes into account thatq0 in
@12# is related toJ from 60 to 106, andv from 1 to 22, it is
easy to arrive from Eq.~6! at q( v̄511,J̄583)51.24
31025 cm21, which is much closer to theq0 value given in
Ref. @12#.

B. Semiempirical interpretation

D 1P state

In order to clarify the reason for a decline inq values with
v and J, we have performedq(v,J) calculations within a
wide v andJ range, namely 0,v,25 and 1,J,100, based
on theD 1P;C 1S1 interaction:

TABLE II. L-doubling constants~in 1025 cm21!: qexper, mea-
sured in the present work or obtained by processing Ref.@12# data;
qfit, obtained by fitting according to Eq.~6!; and qse, obtained by
semiempirical estimation withLel51.87. The fitting parametersqi

~cm21!, see Eq.~6!, areqe51.570(205), qv1525.15(208), qv2

524.665(209), andqJ523.069(210).

v(J) qexper qfit qse

Present data
1~27! 1.526~6! 1.538 1.427
3~23! 1.461~10! 1.528 1.432
3~43! 1.503~4! 1.487 1.396
4~19! 1.509~10! 1.524 1.419
7~8! 1.437~70! 1.501 1.419
7~20! 1.416~10! 1.490 1.420
7~23! 1.504~8! 1.486 1.420

11~46! 1.038~3! 1.379 1.326
12~7! 1.012~80! 1.427 1.380
14~19! 1.421~20! 1.381 1.341
22~35! 1.185~4! 1.174 1.154

Data based on Ref.@12#

1~66! 1.51~20! 1.425 1.365
1~95! 1.20~13! 1.281 1.255
5~105! 0.98~11! 1.184 1.209
6~75! 1.39~35! 1.340 1.302

10~101! 1.15~22! 1.145 1.170
17~93! 1.15~20! 1.063 1.068
.

nt

qP~v,J!52(
vS

^vP
J uLel~R!/~2mR2!uvS

J &2

EuPJ
P 2EvSJ

S 'uLelu2S~v,J!,

~7!

where

S~v,J!52(
vS

z^vP
J u1/2mR2uvS

J & z2

EvPJ
P 2EvSJ

S , Lel~R!5Lel5const,

~8!

and the vibrational WF’suvJ&5xvJ(R) are eigenfunctions of
the radial Schro¨dinger equation:

F2
1

2m

d2

dr2 1UJ~R!GxvJ~R!5EvJxvJ~R!. ~9!

Here m is the reduced molecular mass,UJ(R)5U(R)
1@J(J11)2L2#/(2mR2) is the effective~centrifugally dis-
torted! internuclear potential function, andU(R) is the rota-
tionless potential based on the Born-Oppenheimer~BO!
separation. In the present work we used for the NaKD 1P
state the BO potential calculated in Ref.@12# with high ac-
curacy by the inverted perturbation approach~IPA! @33,34#,
while for the C 1S1 state the Rydberg-Klein-Rees~RKR!
potential has been constructed using Dunham molecular
stants from Ref.@35#. To solve numerically the Schro¨dinger
equation~9!, we implemented the iterative renormalized N
merov algorithm@36#, combined with the Richardson ex
trapolation @37#. An efficient phase-matching method@38#
was employed to find the eigenvalues. This construction
lowed us to reduce the relative errors inS(v,J) values to
1025– 1026.

It turned out that theS(v,J) values calculated accordin
to Eq. ~8! exhibit a monotonous decrease with increasingv
and J. Further, using theS(v,J) values thus obtained we
transformed experimentalq(v,J) values into electronicL-
uncoupling matrix elementsLel'Aqexp(v,J)/S(v,J). The Lel

values thus obtained appeared to be equal to 1.87, the sp
not exceeding 10%. This shows that, first, the decreas
q(v,J) with an increase inv andJ is determined mainly by
the increase withR in potential difference UD 1P(R)
2UC 1S1(R) and, second, that theLel5const assumption
holds with quite a good approximation, which is perfec
understandable, since, as can be seen from Eq.~7!, the
R dependence ofq(v,J) within the narrowR range is mainly
determined by the 1/R2 factor. The semiempirical value
qse calculated according to Eqs.~7! and ~8! with Lel51.87
are presented in Table II. It is interesting that the electro
matrix element of electron-rotation interaction excee
considerably the valuel ( l 11)5&. This can be expected
from a pure precession approximation@10,39# under the
simplest single configuration model for the pe
turbed D 1P(s4sK ,p3pNa) and the perturbing
C 1S1(s4sK ,s3pNa) electronic states. This fact can prob
ably be explained by a considerable admixture of cor
spondingpd andsd atomic electronic configurations in mo
lecular electronic WF’s. Indeed, assuming, for the sake
simplicity, the equal contribution ofpd and sd configura-
tions to the respectiveD 1P and C 1S1 states, that is,
up(D 1P)&'C1upp&1C2upd& and us(C 1S1)&'C1usp&
1C2usd&, whereC1

21C2
251, one easily arrives at
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^D 1PuL̂ uC 1S1&'C1
2&1C2

2A6'&1C2
2~A62& !

'1.87, ~10!

which allows us to conclude that the contribution of thepd
andsd configurations is;44% each. Of course, it is a ver
gross approximation to assume the samep;d mixing for s
and p orbitals. The difference, however, is not too lar
~<20%! at small internuclear distance where theL-
uncoupling matrix elements are most important.

Indeed, the population analysis of multireferen
configuration-interaction~MRCI! wave functions, see Sec
VI for details, has shown that thepd configuration contrib-
utes to theD 1P state from;25% atR58 a.u., up to;40%
at R55 a.u., and to theC 1S1 state from;20% up to
;35%, respectively. Similar estimates performed for
lower A 1S1 and the higher~4! E 1S1 states revealed neg
ligible sd contribution as compared to the one in theC 1S1

state for the sameR region. Besides, theS(v,J) factors in
Eq. ~8! calculated forA 1S1 and ~4! E 1S1 states revealed
to be 2–3 times smaller than the respective factors for
C 1S1 state, due to energy considerations. It is obvious t
the S(v,J) factors for~4! E 1S1 andA 1S1 states posses
different signs, which practically compensate their contrib
tions to theD 1P stateL-doubling constants.

We may thus formulate the following conclusions rega
ing the behavior ofq values for the NaKD 1P state:~i! the
unique perturberD 1P;C 1S1 approximation@10# is quite
valid for theD 1P stateL doubling due to the fact that th
contributions of upper~4! E 1S1 and lowerA 1S1 states
are, first, small with respect to theC 1S1 contribution and,
second, practically compensate each other;~ii ! the fact that
the pure precession approximation@39# ~with l 51 for a
singlepp configuration! does not hold, along with relatively
large q values, stems from the considerable contribution
pd configurations to the electronic WF’s of interactin
D 1P;C 1S1 states at smallR; ~iii ! a decrease ofq values
with increasingv andJ has nothing to do with the decreas
in theL-uncoupling matrix element, but is mainly connect
with the increase withR in the difference potential betwee
D 1P andC 1S1 states.

B 1P state

Let us now estimate, by means of Eq.~7!, contributions of
the A 1S1 and C 1S1 states to theqvJ values of the NaK
B 1P state. It is interesting to mention that the unique p
turber approximation breaks down in this case@2,15# since
the lower-lying A 1S1 state and the higher-lyingC 1S1

state produce comparable contributions, with opposite si
to the B 1P stateq values. This leads to a noticeable d
crease inq values, which are smaller by almost an order
magnitude than those of theD 1P state. Unlike theD 1P
andC 1S1 states, the single configuration approximation
valid for the interacting B 1P(s3sNa,p4pK) and
A 1S1(s3sNa,s4pK) states; we thus get^B 1PuL̂ uA 1S1&
5&. In order to estimatêB 1PuL̂ uC 1S1&, let us recall
that theC 1S1 state is built up by thesp molecular orbital
only to the extent of 56%, which, in the simplest case, can
assumed as a primitive linear combination of atomic orbit
~LCAO!, usp&5221/2@ us3pNa&1us4pK&], yielding
e

e
t

-

-

f

-

s,

f

e
s

^B 1PuL̂ uC 1S1&'0.75. TheS(v,J) factors, see Eq.~8!,
were calculated using RKR potentials. The resultingA 1S1

and C 1S1 contributions to theB 1P stateq factors thus
calculated are presented in Fig. 7. The totalq(v,J), as may
be seen from the figure, are in satisfactory agreement~within
10%! with the high accuracy experimental data from R
@15# obtained by Doppler-free laser polarization spectr
copy. The discrepancy withq values measured indirectly in
@2# by the dc Stark effect can be, most likely, connected w
the drawbacks of the experimental method applied. In p
ticular, theL-doubling constants presented in Ref.@2# for v
51, 5, and 10 were obtained from theE dependencies of the
ratio of forbidden to allowed intensities for a number ofJ
levels varying fromJ54 up toJ524 for eachv. For these
levels Def is smaller than the natural linewidth and, henc
the e; f Stark mixing measurements may not be sensit
enough to the value ofq factor.

Since the molecularL̂6
mol operator is defined with respec

to the center of mass of the molecule, while the exploi
atomic orbitals are centered at the nucleus of the respec
atom, the present estimates of theL6 matrix elements should
be, in general, corrected in accordance with the coordin
origin shift effect pointed out by Colbourn and Wayne@40#.
The molecularL̂6

mol operator is connected with its atom
counterpart as

L̂6
mol5L̂6

A 2
mBR

mA1mB
P̂6 , ~11!

whereL̂6
A is the angular momentum operator with respect

the nucleusA, P̂ is the momentum of the electrons, andmA
and mB are the atomic masses. From the well-known co
mutation relationP̂5 i~me /\)@Ĥel,d̂#, whereme is the elec-
tron mass,Ĥel is the electronic Hamiltonian, andd̂ is the
electric dipole moment operator, one gets from Eq.~11!

^nuL̂6
mol2L̂6

A um&5
memBR

\~mA1mB!
~En

el2Em
el!^nud̂6um&,

~12!

where En
el2Em

el5DU(R) is the difference potential and
^nud̂6um& is the matrix element of the transition dipole m
ment. The application of Eq.~12! to the matrix elementsL6

between the states under consideration shows that, within
internuclear distance between 4 and 10 a.u., the maxim
corrections for ^D 1PuL̂6uC 1S&, ^B 1PuL̂6uC 1S&, and

FIG. 7. B 1P stateq factors.
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^B 1PuL̂6uA 1S& matrix elements are 0.3%, 2.1%, an
15.5%, respectively. The correction values were calcula
using the RKR potential curves of the interacting states
the correspondingab initio transition dipole moment func
tions given in Ref.@41#. It is worth mentioning that the abov
corrections for the states under consideration appeared t
rather small as compared to those of the ground states o
to the fact that these states have a significant Rydberg c
acter at relatively small internuclear distances.

V. INVERSION PROCEDURE FOR DIPOLE
MOMENT FUNCTION

The PEDMd(v,J) for a particular vibrational-rotationa
level means the expectation value of the PEDMR function
d(R), namelyd(v,J)5^vJud(R)uvJ&, whered(R) is, in its
turn, the electric dipole moment operator expectation va
over the respective electronic state WF’s. In order to ded
d(R) from the experimentally measuredd(v,J), the realistic
functionald(R) form is of critical importance. Most conve
niently, d(R) can be represented as a linear superposition
some basis functionsf i(R): d(R)5( iai f i(R), where the
coefficientsai are given by a system of linear equations:

d~v,J!5(
i 50

N

ai^vJu f i~R!uvJ&, ~13!

which is generally overdetermined and can be solved by
standard LSM@42# routine. Usually the simplestR-function
forms such asRi , (R2Re)

i or (R/Re21)i are used as basi
functions f i(R), Re being the equilibrium internuclear dis
tance for a particular electronic state. Employment of th
functions leads, however, to an unphysical asymptotic
havior of d(R), both at small (R→0) and large (R→`)
internuclear distances, often accompanied by noticea
d(R) oscillations that increase with the poweri. Besides,
such a functional form leads to an increase in linear dep
dence in the equation system~13!, in particular when the
number of basis functions is growing, thus producing so
tion instability, which, in its turn, produces large errors in t
determination of coefficientsai . To overcome these difficul
ties we used the functional form, which has been succ
fully exploited before in the IPA method@34# only, namely

f i~R!5Pi~x!exp~2x2n!, ~14!

where Pi(x) are Legendre polynomials of orderi, x is a
smooth function ofR, while n is typically 2 or 3. It is obvi-
ous that the Gaussian part of Eq.~14! provides a smooth
cutoff, avoiding any unphysical oscillations of the mome
while Legendre polynomials form an orthogonal basis
that leads to fast convergence of expansion~14! and helps to
minimize the linear dependence in Eq.~13!.

For theR dependence ofx we used, following Ref.@34#,
the nonlinear interpolationx5(R2Re)(Rmax2Rmin)/@(Rmin
1Rmax)(Re1R)22RminRmax22RRe#, where Rmax and Rmin
were chosen as the outermost and innermost classical tur
points of the internuclear potential, which correspond to
highest vibrational level to be fitted. For theD 1P state it is
the levelv522, thusRmax55.97 Å andRmin53.31 Å, while
for the B 1P state it is the levelv514, thusRmax55.85 Å
d
d
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andRmin53.37 Å. Such an interpolation procedure treats
inner and outer turning points with comparable weights a
reduces markedly the number of necessary Legendre pol
mials in Eq. ~14!. The d(R) functions for theD 1P and
B 1P states were approximated by Eq.~14! with the number
N of the basis functions varying from 3 to 5, depending
the model. Theai parameters were determined, using t
weighted LSM with singular value decomposition of the pl
matrix to control the linear dependence of normal equati
arisen in LSM@42#.

For the NaKD 1P state the experimentald(v,J) values
obtained in the present work~Table I, Fig. 6! have been used
as the basis data. In doing so, we have excludedd values for
the perturbedv(J) levels 11~46! and 12~7!, see Sec. VII for
details. The resulting empirical functiond(R) is reproduced
in Fig. 8 ~solid circles!. To prove the adequacy of the depe
dence thus obtained, we have exploited it to solve a dir
problem, that is, to calculateD 1P stated values atJ51 for
v ranging from 0 to 22~small solid circles in Fig. 6!.

To demonstrate the viability of the method suggested,
have determined the empirical dipole moment functiond(R)
also for theB 1P state of NaK usingd(v,J) measurements
for four levelsv51, 5, 10, and 14, carried out in Ref.@2#
~see the solid circles in Fig. 9!. The resultingd(R) function
is presented in Fig. 10~small solid circles!, while the corre-
sponding PEDM’sd(v) are presented in Fig. 9~small solid
circles!. It has to be mentioned that the determination of t
B 1P stated(v) for v51, 5, and 10 from the measuredq/d
ratios in Ref.@2# has been based uponqv evaluations that, for
v51 and 5, appeared to be considerably smaller than theqv
values obtained later by the authors of Ref.@15# from
Doppler-free polarization spectroscopy measurements. If

FIG. 8. D 1P stated(R) functions.

FIG. 9. B 1P stated(v) functions.
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believe that theq/d ratios measured in Ref.@2# from the dc
Stark effect induced forbidden/allowed LIF line intensity r
tios are correct, it is not excluded that the respective dip
moment values are larger than the ones presented in Ref@2#.
For instance, if one takesqv5552.3631026 cm21 @15# in-
stead ofqv5551.7731026 cm21 @2#, the d value with v
55 becomes 3.2 D instead of 2.4 D.

VI. AB INITIO DIPOLE MOMENT CALCULATIONS

We have performed two independent series ofab initio
all-electron calculations of the dipole moment functions
ing substantially different approximations for electron
eigenstates and different approaches to dipole moment ev
ation.

A. Expectation-value MRCI calculations

In the first series the dipole moments for theD 1P and
B 1P states were computed as expectation values of
electric dipole operator with conventional multireferen
configuration interaction~MRCI! WF’s. The atomic basis
sets (17s12p7d1 f )/@12s9p5d1 f #Na and
(17s13p7d1 f )/@11s9p5d1 f #K used in the MRCI calcula-
tions were taken from Ref.@43# and Ref.@44#, respectively.
Molecular orbitals ~MO’s! were obtained from restricte
Hartree-Fock~RHF! calculations on the ground state of th
NaK21 ion. Eight MO’s corresponding to 1s2s(Na) and
1s2s2p3s(K) cores were frozen after the RHF step and
electrons including the 2p(Na) and 3p(K) core were corre-
lated. The reference space was spanned by all possibl
rangements of two valence electrons among fives and four
p active MO’s. The CI space has included all the referen
space configurations plus all configurations generated
single and double excitations of the reference functions.
dimension of the MRCI problem was about 33105. All cal-
culations mentioned above were performed using
GAMESS program package@32#. The resulting MRCId(R)
functions are presented in Fig. 8 for theD 1P state and in
Fig. 10 for the B 1P state. The respective MRCId(v)
5^vud(R)uv& values are presented in Fig. 6 fo
D 1P v50–22 and in Fig. 9 forB 1P v50 – 14 states.

B. Finite-field MPPT calculations

The finite-field method derives the PEDM estimates fro
the variation of electronic state energyE under a perturbation
by a small finite electric fieldE @45–47#:

FIG. 10. B 1P stated(R) functions.
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dE~E!

dE U
E50

'
E~2DE/2!2E~DE/2!

DE , ~15!

whereDE is the step size of the finite-difference scheme. T
diagonal Hellmann-Feynman theorem ensures equivale
between the derivatives in Eq.~15! and the corresponding
expectation value of the electric dipole operator for the ex
electronic WF. For approximate solutions of the electro
problem appearing in practicalab initio calculations such
equivalence usually does not hold, and the finite-field e
mates are, as a rule, believed to be less sensitive to the q
ity of approximation@46#.

The necessaryE(E) values were calculated by the stat
selective multipartitioning perturbation theory~MPPT! @48#,
using the recently developed program@49# interfaced to the
MOLCAS suite of electronic structure codes@50#. Two differ-
ently constructed Gaussian basis sets were employed.
smallest basis set (14s10p4d1 f )/@7s5p3d1 f #Na,
(15s13p4d1 f )/@9s7p3d1 f #K ~hereafter referred to as B-I!
was obtained from the standard basis for finite-field elec
property calculations@51# by decontracting the outermostd
functions and adding thef functions with exponential param
eters 0.06~Na! and 0.04~K!. Basis II ~B-II ! comprised addi-
tional single sets of diffuses, p, d, and f functions on each
center. Orthogonal one-particle functions were generated
solving the state-average SCF problem for two lowest sta
of NaK1. The configuration subspace spanned by all
configurations with doubly occupied core MO’s~i.e., the
two-valence electron CI subspace! was considered as
model space for MPPT calculations with the basis B-I.
passing to the basis B-II we restricted the model space siz
;500 by omitting valence configurations with negligib
contributions to the target WF’s. Within the model space
have constructed a state-selective Hermitian effective Ha
tonian @48#, which incorporated the core-valence correlati
and the remaining core polarization effects at second orde
MPPT. At the perturbation step the innermost core orbit
1s(Na) and 1s2s2p(K) were kept frozen, i.e., 18 electron
were correlated explicitly.

The diagonalization of the effective Hamiltonian yielde
the energy values of both states under study simultaneou
It should be emphasized that this ‘‘diagonalization-aft
perturbation’’ strategy is essential for reproducing the eff
of core-valence correlations on the composition of the
lence part of WF’s and therefore on the diffuse part of t
charge-density distribution. In contradiction to the effecti
potential method used in@4–6#, our approach takes properl
into account the effective two-particle interactions of valen
electrons arising from core-valence correlations. Let us
nally mention that the present MPPT scheme ensures e
~for complete model spaces, basis B-I! or at least very good
approximate~for restricted model spaces used with basis
II ! size consistency of the results@48#. This feature is par-
ticularly important because of the relatively large number
correlated electrons.

Let us now consider the results. The dipole moment fu
tion d(R) values calculated by the finite-field MPPT wit
different basis sets~B-I and B-II! are presented in Table III
It may be seen that extension of the basis set from B-I to B
almost does not affect the results in bothD 1P and B 1P
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states within theR range exploited. Resulting finite-fiel
MPPTd(v) functions andd(R) values, along with effective
potential data@4#, are presented in Figs. 6 and 8 for th
D 1P state and in Figs. 9 and 10 for theB 1P state, respec-
tively.

Although we had no intention to study the potent
curves, we found it interesting to see how the methods u
here are able to reproduce the difference potential betw
the D 1P and B 1P states where the PEDM’s have be
calculated. The results presented in Fig. 11 show that
present MPPT calculations agree markedly better with
perimental RKR values than MRCI and Ref.@4# results, thus
demonstrating the correlation between the accuracy of
methods in reproducing energetic and electric properties

VII. THE EFFECT OF 1P;3P SPIN-ORBIT
INTERACTION

As it is well known, the singletD 1P and the closely
lying triplet d 3P states perturb each other owing to t
spin-orbit interaction. In spite of the fact that both states
in the same energy range, their interaction is of a purely lo
nature, since only levels with certainv andJ exhibit consid-
erable interaction, namely the ones with sufficiently clo
energies and appreciable overlap integ
^vs

J(D 1P)uv t
J(d 3P)& values@52#. If we neglect mixing be-

tween differentd 3P stateV components3P0,1,2, the spin-
orbit interaction operatorĤso produces the only nonzero ma

FIG. 11. Difference potentialDU(R) betweenD 1P andB 1P
states.

TABLE III. Finite-field MPPT results ofab initio dipole mo-
ment ~d! calculations~in a.u.! for B 1P andD 1P states obtained
with two atomic basis sets~B-I and B-II!. Positived value indi-
cates Na2K1 polarity.

R ~bohr!

d(B 1P) d(D 1P)

B-I B-II B-I B-II

6.0 20.392 20.391 1.075 1.104
7.0 20.842 20.831 1.944 1.929
8.0 21.241 21.183 2.616 2.636
9.0 21.187 21.164 2.731 2.787
10.0 20.922 20.894 2.246 2.339
11.0 20.632 20.608 1.558 1.655
12.0 20.402 20.387 0.958 1.097
l
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en
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trix elements^D 1PuĤsoud 3P1&. Then, vibronic WF’s for
perturbed levels will be expressed by a linear combination
unperturbed WF’s C0(d 3P1) and C0(D 1P) as
Cpert(D 1P,d 3P1)'CsC

0(D 1P)1CtC
0(d 3P1), where

C0(d 3P1)5Cel(d 3P1)uv t
J&,C0(D 1P)5Cel(D 1P)uvs

J&,
and mixing coefficientsCs andCt are normalized to unity:
Cs

21Ct
251. Vibrational WF’suvs

J& anduv t
J&, as well as adia-

batic electronic WF’sCel(d 3P1) and Cel(D 1P), are de-
pendent on the internuclear distanceR. SinceL uncoupling
and PEDM operators do not mix states with different mu
plicity, the perturbedq factors (qpert) and dipole moments
(dpert) can be written as a combinationqpert(v,J)
'qvsJ

0 1Ct
2(qv tJ

0 2qvsJ
0 ) and dpert(v,J)'dvsJ

0 1Ct
2(dv tJ

0

2dvsJ
0 ), where qvsJ

0 (D 1P),dvsJ
0 (D 1P) and

qv tJ
0 (d 3P1),dv tJ

0 (d 3P1) are the respective values for de

perturbed singlet and triplet states.
To analyze the perturbation strength forD 1P rovibronic

states involved inq and d measurements, see Table I, w
have calculated the mixing coefficientsCs andCt using de-
perturbedd 3P state molecular constants, which were det
mined from the level shifts experimentally measured in R
@52# using the nondiagonal electronic spin-orbit matrix e
ment valuejso

el54.260.2 cm21 @52#. The overlap integrals
needed to evaluate the vibronic spin-orbit matrix eleme
entering inHso5jso

el^vsuv i& have been calculated numerical
on the basis of vibrational WF’s obtained from the soluti
of Eq. ~9! with IPA @34# and RKR @52# D 1P and d 3P
potentials, respectively. It turned out that only two leve
from Table I, namelyvs511,J546 andvs512,J57, pos-
sess, although not very large, a considerable triplet state
mixture: Ct

2(v t512,Jt546)'0.12 and Ct
2(v t513,Jt57)

'0.13. Now, since the mixing coefficientsCt
2 along with the

singlet-state experimentalq and d values are known, and
supposing that their fitting values can be taken as the de
turbed ones, we estimated the deperturbeddt

0 andqt
0 values:

dv t512,J546
0 '(22.061.1) D, dv t513,J57

0 '(23.161.9) D,

qv t512,J546
0 '(21.560.4)31025 cm21, and qv t513,J57

0

'(21.660.5)31025 cm21. Taking into account large rela
tive errors in small mixing coefficients, ourdt

0 and qt
0 esti-

mation is by no means an accurate one. We can, howe
advocate the fact that the dipole moments of the singlet
the triplet have opposite signs. Indeed, this result is in per
agreement with the findings ofab initio studies. In particular,
the pseudopotential calculations@4# yielded thed 3P dipole
moment valuedt

0522.3 D for R58 a.u., the latter being
close to Re for this state. Besides, the all-electron MPP
~B-II ! scheme described in Sec. VI yields thed 3P state
equilibrium dipole moment estimatedt

0522.2 D. It is inter-
esting to note that the signs of thed 3P and D 1P state
dipole moment functions coincide forR.9.4 a.u. The nega-
tive sign of thed 3P stateq factors ~the f component lies
higher than thee component!, see Fig. 1, shows unambigu
ously that theq values are mainly determined by interactio
with the lowerc 3S1 state.L doubling of the tripletV com-
ponent 3P1 is caused by the interaction betweenf compo-
nents of 3P1 and 3S1 states@14#, unlike thee-component
interaction of singlet states. Now, assuming that the inter
ing d 3P andc 3S1 states at smallR can be related to the
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same 3d-Rydberg complex@4#, we arrive at the following
estimate:

qt
0~d 3P1!'2

2l ~ l 11!Be
2~d 3P1!

Te~d 3P1!2Te~c 3S1!

'21.231025 cm21, ~16!

wherel 52 for thed complex.

VIII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

~i! To make definite conclusions on the behavior ofL-
doubling constantsq(v,J) and PEDM’sd(v,J) in excited
states, it is necessary to perform reliable measurements
wide as possible av,J ~or, consequently,R! range. A com-
bination of dc Stark and RF-ODR methods in laser-induc
fluorescence turned out to be adequate to achieve this a

~ii ! The measuredL-doubling factorsq(v,J) allow one to
describe the specific electronic structure of a1P state. In
particular, it appeared to be possible to understand the p
cipal difference between the electronic structure of the fi
two excited singlet1P states in the NaK molecule, name
that, while theB 1P state is essentiallypp, the D 1P one
contains a considerable~;44%! pd admixture. By analyzing
1P;1S1 interactions, it was possible to show thatL dou-
bling is caused by a singleC 1S1 perturber in theD 1P
state, and by two competing perturbers~A 1S1 andC 1S1!
in the B 1P state.

~iii ! Systematicq(v,J) andd(v,J) measurements make
possible to single out, by means ofd andq values dropping
out from a smooth variation, the local singlet-triplet intera
tion and, what is more, to evaluate the respectiveqt anddt
values for the perturbing~dark! d 3P state, which has no
been studied directly.

~iv! The suggested inversion procedure allows us to
termine reliabled(R) functions from the measuredd(v,J)
values.

~v! It was confirmed that, in order to obtain highly acc
-

i,

.

m.

em

-

as

d
.

n-
t

-

-

rate calculated PEDM’s for excited electronic states~as dis-
tinct from the ground states!, one has, first, to account cor
rectly for effective interactions of valence electrons arisi
from core-valence correlations. Apparently, this cannot
done properly by means of pseudopotential technique. S
ond, for the approximate WF’s that do not strictly obey t
Hellmann-Feynman theorem, it is preferable to use the fin
field strategy. The latter inclines one to think that it do
make sense to apply an external electric field both in m
surements and calculations.
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